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Abstract. The Hintikka-style modal logic approach to knowledge has a
well-known defect of logical omniscience, i.e., an unrealistic feature that
an agent knows all logical consequences of her assumptions. In this paper
we suggest the following Logical Omniscience Test (LOT): an epistemic
system E is not logically omniscient if for any valid in E knowledge assertion A of type ‘F is known’ there is a proof of F in E, the complexity of
which is bounded by some polynomial in the length of A. We show that
the usual epistemic modal logics are logically omniscient (modulo some
common complexity assumptions). We also apply LOT to Justification
Logic, which along with the usual knowledge operator Ki (F ) (‘agent i
knows F ’) contain evidence assertions t:F (‘t is a justification for F ’).
In Justification Logic, the evidence part is an appropriate extension of
the Logic of Proofs LP, which guarantees that the collection of evidence
terms t is rich enough to match modal logic. We show that justification
logic systems are logically omniscient w.r.t. the usual knowledge and are
not logically omniscient w.r.t. the evidence-based knowledge.

1

Introduction

The modal logic approach to knowledge [26] has a well-known defect of logical
omniscience, i.e., an unrealistic feature that an agent knows all logical consequences of her assumptions. This does not seem to correspond to the reasoning
capabilities of either a human being or a computer. In particular, a logically
omniscient agent would know whether White has a non-losing strategy in chess
provided that the agent knows the rules of chess. This assumption is certainly
not true of any reasoning entity known.
The logical omniscience problem, raised in [15, 16, 27, 39, 41], has been studied extensively in logic, epistemology, game theory and economics, distributed
systems, artificial intelligence, etc., in a large number of papers, including [1, 10,
14–17, 23, 24, 28, 34, 37, 38, 42, 43, 45–48], and many others. Most of them adjust
epistemic models to avoid certain features of logical omniscience.
In this paper we try a general approach based on proof complexity to define
and test the logical omniscience property of an epistemic system. This approach
was inspired by the Cook-Reckhow theory of proof complexity [12, 44].
?
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We see the essence of the logical omniscience problem in a nonconstructive
character of modal languages which are able to symbolically represent knowledge
without providing any information about its origin. In a modal language, there
are valid knowledge assertions which do not have feasible justifications, hence
cannot be regarded valid in any practical sense. So, for us logical omniscience is
rather a syntactic and complexity issue. On the basis of this understanding we
suggest the following test:
an epistemic system E is not logically omniscient if for any valid in E
knowledge assertion A of type F is known there is a proof of F in E, the
complexity of which is bounded by some polynomial in the length of A.
We show that the traditional epistemic modal logics do not pass this test,
hence are logically omniscient. This complies nicely with the intuition that led
to a recognition of the logical omniscience problem in the first place.
The aforementioned test suggests ways of building epistemic systems which
are not logically omniscient: one has to alter the syntax of knowledge assertions
F is known in order to include more information about why F is known. This
added information should be sufficient for recovering a certified justification, e.g.
a feasible proof, for F .
We show that recently introduced systems of Justification Logic from [3–5,
7, 9], are not logically omniscient.
In Sect. 2, we formally introduce the Logical Omniscience Test (LOT). In
Sect. 3 we prove that, according to LOT, the traditional epistemic modal logics
are logically omniscient. Then in Sect. 4 we formulate the system LP, which is
a general purpose calculus of evidence terms, and show in Sect. 5 that LP as an
epistemic system is not logically omniscient. Finally, in Sect. 6 we extend these
results to the multi-agent logics with common knowledge and corresponding
evidence-based knowledge systems.

2

Logical Omniscience Test

Let L be a logical theory. According to Cook and Reckhow (cf. [12, 44]), a proof
system for L is a polynomial-time computable function p: Σ ∗ → L from the set
of strings in some alphabet, called proofs, onto the set of L-valid formulas. In
addition we consider a measure of size for proofs which is a function `: Σ ∗ → IN,
and a measure of size for individual formulas | · |: FmL → IN.
Logical Omniscience Test (Artemov, 2005). Let L be a theory capable
of expressing knowledge assertions ‘formula F is known,’ supplied with a proof
system p, a measure of size for proofs `, and a measure of size for individual
formulas | · |. Theory L is not logically omniscient w.r.t. proof system p under
size measures ` and | · | if there exists a polynomial P such that, for each valid
in L knowledge assertion A stating that ‘F is known,’ formula F has a proof
D ∈ Σ ∗ such that
`(D) ≤ P (|A|) .

Note 1. This test has a proof system and measures of size for proofs and formulas
as parameters. With such a freedom, one should be careful when applying this
test to real epistemic systems. In particular, in this paper we consider only
complexity measures that are commonly used in proof theory for various specific
types of proofs.
In this paper, we mostly consider Hilbert-style proof systems. The size measures
commonly associated with them are
1. number of formulas in a derivation, i.e., the number of proof steps,
2. number of logical symbols in a derivation,
3. bit size of a derivation, i.e., number of symbols with the size of indices of
propositional variables, etc. taken into account. In other words, this is the
string length in alphabet Σ ∗ .
These are the three measures we will concentrate on. If the size of a proof `(D)
is the number of symbols (counting or not counting indices), it seems reasonable
to use the same measure for the size of formulas, |F | = `(F ). But in case 1 that
would mean |F | = 1 for all formulas, which is not a fair measure. So, if the
size of a proof is the number of formulas, we will measure the size of individual
formulas using number of symbols (again with or without indices). This is the
reason why, in general, we need two different measures for proofs and formulas.

3

Modal Epistemic Logics Are Logically Omniscient

It is fairly easy to show that a modal logic, such as S4, is logically omniscient
under the bit size measure w.r.t. any proof system, modulo a common complexity
assumption.
Theorem 1. Consider any proof system p for S4. Let the size of a proof (a
formula) be the string length of that proof (that formula). Then S4 is logically
omniscient, unless PSPACE=NP.
Proof. Indeed, suppose S4 is not logically omniscient, so for every valid knowledge assertion KF , formula F has a polynomial size proof in proof system p,
i.e., there exists a polynomial P such that for every S4 ` KF there is a proof DF
of F with `(DF ) ≤ P (|KF |).
Then we can construct an NP decision procedure for S4. We have S4 ` G
iff S4 ` KG. So to determine whether formula G is valid, non-deterministically
guess its polynomial-size proof in proof system p. Then, check that it is indeed
a proof of G; this can be done in polynomial time of the size of the proof (by
definition of a proof system), which in its turn is a polynomial in |KG|.
On the other hand, it is well known that S4 is PSPACE-complete ([31]).
Thus, the existence of an NP-algorithm for S4 would ensure that PSPACE⊆NP,
in which case these two classes coincide and the polynomial hierarchy collapses.
u
t

If we restrict our attention to Hilbert-style proofs, there are the other two size
measures available. But even if size of the proof is just the number of formulas,
we are still able to show that S4 is logically omniscient (modulo non-collapsing
of the polynomial hierarchy).
Theorem 2. S4 is logically omniscient w.r.t. the Hilbert proof system with the
size of a proof being the number of formulas in it, unless PSPACE=NP.
Proof. Again, we want to construct an NP algorithm for the decision problem
in S4. But we cannot NP-guess the whole proof. Although there are only polynomially many formulas, still the proof can a priori be exponentially long if the
formulas are huge.
We will use unification and modified Robinson’s algorithm (see [13]) to do
the proof schematically.
Again, for an arbitrary formula G, non-deterministically guess the structure
of a Hilbert proof of KG, i.e., for each of the polynomially many formulas guess
whether it is an axiom, or a conclusion of a modus ponens rule, or a conclusion
of a necessitation rule. For each rule also guess which of the other formulas were
used as its premise(s); for each axiom guess which of the finitely many axiom
schemes it belongs to. This gives us the structure of the derivation tree, in fact of
the derivation dag because in Hilbert proofs one formula can be used in several
modus ponens rules.
Write each axiom used in the form of the corresponding axiom scheme using
variables over formulas (variables in different axioms must be distinct). Then,
starting from the axioms, we can restore the proof in a schematic way. Where
a necessitation rule needs to be used, just prefix the formula with K. A case
of modus ponens is more interesting. Suppose modus ponens is to be used on
schemes X → Y and Z. Then, unify X with Z using modified Robinson’s algorithm from [13] and apply the resulting most general unifier (mgu) to Y .
Eventually, at the root of the tree we will obtain the most general form of
formulas that can be proved using derivations with this particular dag structure.
Unify this form with formula KG.
All unifications can be done in quadratic time of the size of all the formula
dags in the derivation dag, such is the complexity of modified Robinson’s algorithm. Each axiom scheme at the beginning has a constant size, and the number
of axioms and rules is polynomial in |KG|; hence the whole unification procedure
is polynomial.
Again we were able to construct an NP decision algorithm under the assumption that there is a polynomial-step Hilbert derivation.
u
t
So S4 turns out to be logically omniscient w.r.t. to an arbitrary proof system
under the bit size measure and w.r.t. to Hilbert proofs under any commonly used
measure, provided, of course, that the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse.
It is not hard to generalize this result to the epistemic logic S4n of n knowledge agents and the logic of common knowledge S4C
n . The argument is essentially
the
effect
of
it
not
being
logically
omniscient would be
the same, only for S4C
n
is
EXPTIME-complete
(for
n
≥
2) (see [24]).
even more devastating: S4C
n

Theorem 3. 1. S4n is logically omniscient w.r.t. an arbitrary proof system
under the bit size measure, unless PSPACE=NP.
2. S4n is logically omniscient w.r.t. the Hilbert proof system with the size of a
proof being the number of formulas in it, unless PSPACE=NP.
3. S4C
n is logically omniscient w.r.t. an arbitrary proof system under the bit size
measure, unless EXPTIME=NP.
4. S4C
n is logically omniscient w.r.t. the Hilbert proof system with the size of a
proof being the number of formulas in it, unless EXPTIME=NP.
There are epistemic logics that are co-NP-complete, e.g. S5. Repeating the
argument for them would yield NP=co-NP.

4
4.1

Logic of Explicit Knowledge LP
Axiom System

LP was originally introduced as the Logic of Proofs by Artemov in 1995 (see [2,
3]). Subsequently, in [4–9, 18, 20] LP has been used as a general purpose calculus
of evidence, which helped to incorporate justification into formal epistemology
thus meeting a long standing demand in this area [11, 21, 22, 25, 32, 33, 35, 40].
Instead of the modal knowledge operator K, the Logic of Proofs LP uses a
family of explicit knowledge operators in format t : F with the intended meaning
“F is known for reason t.” Evidence terms t are built from evidence constants ci
and evidence variables xi by means of three operations: unary ! and binary +, ·
t ::= ci | xi | ! t | t · t | t + t
The axioms of LP0 are obtained by adding the following schemes to a finite set
of axiom schemes of classical propositional logic
LP1
LP2
LP3
LP4

s : (F → G) → (t : F → (s · t) : G)
(application)
t:F → ! t:t:F
(proof checker)
s : F → (s + t) : F, t : F → (s + t) : F
(union)
t:F → F
(explicit reflexivity)

The usual way to define the full LP is to add to LP0 the rule of axiom necessitation:
if A is a propositional axiom or one of LP1-4 and c is a constant, infer c : A.
This definition stresses tight connections between LP and S4 since LP axioms and
rules are explicit versions of those of S4. In particular, the axiom necessitation
rule is the constructive version of a special case of modal Necessitation Rule
limited to axioms only. For the sake of technical convenience in this paper we
consider a slightly different but equivalent formulation of LP.

Definition 1. A constant specification CS is a set of LP-formulas of form ci : A,
where ci is an evidence constant, A is an axiom. A constant specification is
called injective if no two axioms are assigned to the same evidence constant.
A constant specification is called maximal if each axiom is assigned to every
evidence constant. LPCS is the result of adding constant specification CS as new
axioms to LP0 . LP is LPCS for the maximal constant specification CS.
The following realization theorem shows that S4 is the forgetful projection
of LP (see [3]). We define a forgetful mapping as (t : F )◦ = K(F ◦ ).
Realization Theorem 4. ([2, 3])
1. If LP ` G, then S4 ` G◦ .
2. If S4 ` H, then there exists an LP-formula B (called a realization of H) such
that LP ` B and B ◦ = H.
The Realization Theorem shows that each occurrence of epistemic modality K
in a modal epistemic principle H can be replaced by some evidence term thus
extracting explicit meaning of H. Moreover, it is possible to recover the evidence
terms in a Skolem style, namely, by realizing negative occurrences of modality
by evidence variables only.
Lifting Lemma 1. ([2, 3]) If LP ` F , then there exists a ground1 +-free evidence term t such that LP ` t : F .
4.2

Epistemic Semantics of Evidence-based Knowledge

Epistemic semantics for LP was introduced by Fitting in ([18, 20]) based on
earlier work by Mkrtychev ([36]). Fitting semantics was extended to evidencebased systems with both knowledge modalities Ki F and evidence assertions t:F
in [4, 5, 7, 9, 8].
Fitting model for LP is a quadruple M = (W, R, E, V ), where (W, R, V ) is
the usual S4 Kripke model, and E is an evidence function defined as follows.
Definition 2. A possible evidence function E: W ×Tm → 2Fm maps worlds and
terms to sets of formulas. An evidence function is a possible evidence function
E: W × Tm → 2Fm that satisfies the following conditions:
1. Monotonicity: wRu implies E(w, t) ⊆ E(u, t)
2. Closure:
– Application: (F → G) ∈ E(w, s) and F ∈ E(w, t) implies G ∈ E(w, s · t)
– Proof Checker: F ∈ E(w, t) implies t : F ∈ E(w, ! t)
– Sum: E(w, s) ∪ E(w, t) ⊆ E(w, s + t)
For a given constant specification CS a CS-evidence function is an evidence function which respects CS: ci : A ∈ CS implies A ∈ E(w, ci ). When speaking about
CS-evidence functions for the maximal CS (case of LP), we will omit prefix CS
and will simply call them evidence functions.
1

Ground here means that no evidence variable occurs in it.

Forcing relation M, w ° F is defined by induction on F .
1. M, w ° P iff V (w, P ) = t for propositional variables P ;
2. boolean connectives are classical;
3. M, w ° s : G iff G ∈ E(w, s) and M, u ° G for all wRu.
Again, when speaking about models for LP (case of the maximal CS), we will
omit prefix CS and will simply call them models (or F-models).
As was shown in [18, 20], LPCS is sound and complete with respect to CSmodels. Mkrtychev models (M-models) are single-world Fitting models. As was
shown in [36], LPCS is sound and complete with respect to M-models as well.
We are mostly interested in knowledge assertions t : F . N. Krupski (see [29])
developed a special calculus for them that will prove useful to us.
Definition 3. The axioms of logic rLPCS are exactly the set CS. The rules are
t:F
! t:t:F

s:F
(s + t) : F

Theorem 5. ([29]) LPCS ` t : F

t:F
(s + t) : F
iff

s : (F → G) t : F
(s · t) : G

rLPCS ` t : F .

We will again omit subscript CS when discussing the maximal constant specification.

5

Evidence-Based Knowledge Is Not Logically
Omniscient

Now we are ready to show that explicit knowledge avoids logical omniscience.
The first question we have to settle is what constitutes a ‘knowledge assertion’
here. Apparently, the straightforward answer t : F , generally speaking, is not
satisfactory since both t and F may contain evidence constants, the meaning
of which is given only in a corresponding constant specification, thus the latter
should be a legitimate part of the input.
Definition 4. A comprehensive knowledge assertion has form
^
CS → t : F ,
where CS is a finite injective constant specification that specifies all the constants
occurring in t.
Each LP-derivation only uses the axiom necessitation rule finitely many
V times.
Hence each derivation of F can be turned into an LP0 -derivation of CS → F .
V
Lemma 2. LP ` t : F iff LP0 ` CS → t : F
iff rLPCS ` t : F for some
finite constant specification CS.
In this section we consider all three proof complexity measures: number of
formulas, length, and bit size. In all three cases we show that LP is not logically
omniscient. In fact, for the number of lines measure we are able to get a stronger
result: LP has polynomial-step proofs of F even in the length of t : F , i.e., without
taking into account constant specifications. For the sake of technical convenience
we begin with this result.

5.1

Number of Formulas in the Proof

Throughout this subsection the size of a derivation `(D) is the number of formulas in the derivation. Moreover, we allow here arbitrary constant specifications,
not necessarily injective.
Theorem 6. LP is not logically omniscient w.r.t. the Hilbert proof system with
the size of a proof being the number of formulas in it.
Proof. We show that for each valid knowledge assertion t : F there is a Hilbertstyle derivation of F which makes a linear number of steps. We will show that
actually 3|t| + 2 steps is enough (by |t| we here mean the number of symbols in
t).
Indeed, since LP ` t : F , by Theorem 5 we have rLP ` t : F . It can be easily
seen that a derivation of any formula t : F in rLP requires at most |t| steps since
each rule increases the size of the outer term by at least 1.
Each axiom of rLP is an instance of an axiom necessitation rule of LP. Each
rule of rLP can be emulated in LP by writing the corresponding axiom (LP1 for
the ·-rule, LP2 for the !-rule, or LP3 for the +-rule) and using modus ponens once
for the latter two cases or twice for the former case. Thus each step of the rLPderivation is translated as two or three steps of the corresponding LP-derivation.
Finally, to derive F from t : F we need to add two formulas: LP4-axiom t : F → F
and formula F by modus ponens. Hence we need at most 3|t| + 2 steps in this
Hilbert-style derivation of F .
u
t
The lower bound on the number of steps in the derivation is also encoded by
evidence terms. But here we cannot take an arbitrary term t such that LP ` t : F .
If evidence t corresponds to a very inefficient way of showing validity of F , it
would be possible to significantly shorten it. But an efficient evidence term t
does give a lower bound on the derivation of F .
Theorem 7. Let t be the smallest (in dag-size) term such that LP ` t : F . Let
D be the shortest Hilbert-style proof of F . Then the number of steps in D is at
least half the number of subterms in t, which is the size of the syntactic dag for t,
hence we will denote it by †(t):
`(D) ≥

1
†(t) .
2

To give a flavor of the inefficiencies that can be found in t we will prove the
following
Lemma 3. Let t be the smallest2 evidence term such that LP ` t : F . Then
+ does not occur in t.
Proof. Proof by contradiction. Suppose t is the smallest term such that LP ` t : F
and t contains + in it. By Theorem 5, rLP ` t : F . Consider an rLP-derivation R
2

It does not matter whether dag-size or tree-size is considered.

of t : F . Any rLP-derivation starts by assigning certain LP-axioms to (occurrences
of) evidence constants in t. Then formulas are assigned to more complex subterms of t by induction on the size of the subterm. Consider subterm s1 + s2 .
The rule used to assign a formula to this subterm must have form
si : G
(s1 + s2 ) : G
for some formula G and i = 1, 2. If this rule is eliminated from the derivation and
the related occurrences of s1 + s2 in the sibling nodes of the derivation dag are
replaced by si , we will obtain an rLP-derivation of t0 : F where t0 is the result of
replacing several occurrences of s1 + s2 in t by si . It is obvious that |t0 | < |t| and
†(t0 ) ≤ †(t). It may not be that †(t0 ) < †(t) though, e.g. if there were unrelated
occurrences of s1 + s2 in t. But this +-elimination procedure can be applied
repeatedly until no occurrences of s1 + s2 are left. After this the dag-size will
also decrease. Contradiction. Therefore, t does not contain +.
u
t
Proof (of Theorem 7). Let D be a derivation of F , minimal in the number of
steps N = `(D). By Lifting Lemma 1, there exists a +-free ground term t0 such
that LP ` t0 : F . The structure of the derivation tree of D is almost identical
to that of the syntactic tree of t0 . The only difference is due to the fact that
an axiom necessitation rule c : A in a leaf of a derivation tree corresponds to
two nodes in the syntactic tree: for c and for ! c. But we are interested in the
dag sizes of both. Dag structures may have further differences if one evidence
constant was used in D for several axiom necessitation instances. This would
further decrease the size of the dag for t0 . Hence, for the dag-smallest term t we
have
1
1
`(D) ≥ †(t0 ) ≥ †(t) .
2
2
u
t
Combining the results of Theorems 6 and 7 we obtain the following
Corollary 1. Let t be the dag-smallest term such that LP ` t : F . Let D be the
shortest Hilbert-style proof of F . Then
1
†(t) ≤ `(D) ≤ 3|t| + 2 .
2
Remark 1. Although we were able to obtain both the lower and the upper bound
on the size of the derivation, these bounds are not tight, as the tree-size (number
of symbols) and the dag-size (number of subterms) can differ exponentially.
Proof. There exists a sequence {tn } of terms such that |tn | = 2†(tn ) − 1. An
example of such a sequence is t1 = c, tn+1 = tn · tn .

5.2

Length and Bit Size of Proofs

Let now `(D) stand for either the number of symbols in D or the number of
bits in D. Accordingly, let |F | = `(F ). We will also disallow reusing evidence
constants as this may only confuse the knowledge agent, i.e., we assume that
constant specifications are injective. This does not limit the scope of LP, since
the principal Realization Theorem 4 is established in [2, 3] also for injective
constant specifications.
V
Theorem 8. Let CS → t : F be a comprehensive knowledge assertion, valid
in LP0 . Then there exist a polynomial P and a Hilbert-style LPCS -derivation D
of F such that
¯´
³¯^
¯
¯
`(D) ≤ P ¯ CS → t : F ¯ .
V
Proof. Knowledge assertion CS → t : F is valid, hence rLPCS ` t : F by
Lemma 2. A derivation in rLPCS will again consist of at most |t| steps, only here
we know exactly which axioms were used in the leaves because of injectivity
of CS.
Each formula in this derivation has form s : G where s is a subterm of t;
let us call these G’s evidenced formulas. We claim that the size of evidenced
formulas, |G|, is bounded by `(CS) + |t|2 . Indeed, the rules for + do not change
the evidenced formula. The rule for · goes from evidenced formulas A → B and A
to evidenced formula B, which is evidently smaller than A → B. The only rule
that does increase the size of the evidenced formula is the rule for !: it yields
s : G instead of G. Thus the increase is by |s| ≤ |t| and the number of !-rules is
also bounded by |t|.
Therefore the rLPCS -derivation has at most |t| formulas of size at most
2
`(CS)+|t|
+|t| each. It is clear that the size of the whole derivation is polynomial
V
in | CS → t : F |.
As before, we convert an rLPCS -derivation into an LPCS derivation as described in the proof of Theorem 6. Evidently, the additional LP-axioms and
intermediate results of modus ponens for · only yield a polynomial growth of the
derivation size.
Finally, we append the LPCS -derivation
with t : F → F and F . The resulting
V
derivation of F is polynomial in | CS → t : F |.
u
t

6

Combining Implicit and Evidence-Based Knowledge

In this section we will extend the Logical Omniscience Test to epistemic systems
with justifications [4, 5, 7–9] and show that these systems are logically omniscient
with respect to the usual implicit knowledge assertions, but remain non logically
omniscient with respect to the evidence-based knowledge assertions.

6.1

Logic S4LP

Logic of knowledge with justification S4LP3 was introduced in [7–9]. Along with
the usual epistemic modality KF ‘F is known’ this system contains evidence
knowledge assertions t : F (‘F is known for a reason t’) represented by an LPstyle module.
The language of S4LP contains both KF and t : F constructs for the same
set of evidence terms as in LP. The axioms and rules of S4LP are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

finitely many propositional axiom schemes and modus ponens rule,
standard S4-axioms with necessitation rule for modality K,
axioms LP1–LP4 with the axiom necessitation rule,
Connecting principle t : F → KF .

S4LP was shown in [7, 19] to be sound and complete with respect to F-models,
where modality is given the standard Kripke semantics.
There are two kinds of knowledge assertions in S4LP: implicit KF and
evidence-based t : F .
Theorem 9. Implicit knowledge in S4LP is logically omniscient (modulo noncollapsing of the polynomial hierarchy), whereas evidence-based knowledge is not.
Proof. 1. Implicit knowledge is logically omniscient in the same sense as S4 was
shown to be in Theorems 1 and 2. Logic S4LP was shown to be PSPACE-complete
in [30]. It is quite evident that S4LP ` F iff S4LP ` KF . Hence the proof of
Theorem 1 remains intact for S4LP. Thus implicit knowledge in S4LP is logically
omniscient w.r.t. an arbitrary proof system under the bit size measure.
2. Consider the number of formulas in a Hilbert-style proof as the measure of
its size. We show how to adapt the proof of Theorem 2 to S4LP. In addition to
axioms, modus ponens and necessitation rules, S4LP-derivation also may have
axiom necessitation rules c : A. For them we need to guess which of the evidence
constants c occurring in KF is introduced and which of the axiom schemes those
A’s belong to. Also for axioms we may need to use variables over evidence terms
and unify over them too. These are all the changes needed for the proof. Thus
implicit knowledge in S4LP is logically omniscient w.r.t. the number of formulas
in Hilbert proofs.
3. Evidence-based knowledge is not logically omniscient. The main tool we
used in Theorem 6 was N. Krupski’s calculus rLP. So we need to develop a
similar tool for S4LP. It turns out that the calculus in the language of S4LP
with the same rules as rLP suffices.
Definition 5. Let rS4LP be the logic in the language of S4LP with the same set
of rules as rLP and with the maximal constant specification as the set of axioms.
Lemma 4. S4LP ` t : F
3

It was called LPS4 in [7].

iff

rS4LP ` t : F

Proof. The original proof from [29] remains almost intact. The ‘if’ part is trivial.
For the ‘only if’ part it is sufficient to use the minimal evidence function in a
single-world F-model instead of one in an M-model as in [29] (see also [30]). u
t
Now we can take the proof of Theorem 6 word for word replacing everywhere
in it LP by S4LP and rLP by rS4LP. Thus explicit knowledge in S4LP is not
logically omniscient w.r.t. the number of formulas in Hilbert proofs.
4. Similarly, we can define comprehensive knowledge assertions and prove
that S4LP is not logically omniscient w.r.t. comprehensive knowledge assertions
and Hilbert proofs measured by the number of symbols or number of bits in the
proof along the lines of Theorem 8.
u
t
6.2

Multi-agent case

Logics S4n LP of evidence-based common knowledge were introduced in [4, 5] to
model multiple agents that all agree with the same set of explicit reasons. Its
language contains n knowledge modalities Ki along with t : F constructs for
the same set of evidence terms as in LP. The axioms and rules of S4n LP are as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

finitely many propositional axiom schemes and modus ponens rule,
standard S4-axioms with necessitation rule for each modality Ki ,
axioms LP1–LP4 with the axiom necessitation rule,
Connecting principle t : F → Ki F for each modality Ki .

Fitting-style models for S4n LP were introduced in [4, 5]. Let W be a non-empty
set of worlds. Let R, R1 , . . . , Rn be reflexive and transitive binary relations on W
with R ⊇ Ri , i = 1, . . . , n. Let E be an evidence function satisfying all the
conditions from the definition of F-models, where Monotonicity is formulated
with respect to accessibility relation R and constant specification is taken to
be the maximal for S4n LP. Let V be a valuation in the usual modal sense.
An S4n LP-model is a tuple M = (W, R, R1 , . . . , Rn , E, V ) with forcing relation
defined as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

M, w ° P iff V (w, P ) = t for propositional variables P ,
boolean connectives are classical,
M, w ° Ki G iff M, u ° G for all wRi u.
M, w ° s : G iff G ∈ E(w, s) and M, u ° G for all wRu.

As was shown in [4, 5], S4n LP is sound and complete with respect to the models
described above.
In S4n LP, we also have two kinds of knowledge assertions: implicit Ki F and
evidence-based t : F .
Theorem 10. Implicit knowledge in S4n LP is logically omniscient (modulo noncollapsing of the polynomial hierarchy), whereas evidence-based knowledge is not.
Proof. The same as in Theorem 9 with minor changes.

7

Conclusions

We introduced the Logical Omniscience Test for epistemic systems on the basis
of proof complexity considerations, which were inspired by Cook and Reckhow
theory (cf. [12, 44]). This test distinguishes the traditional Hintikka-style epistemic modal systems from evidence-based knowledge system. In a large number
of cases we show that all these systems are logically omniscient with respect to
the usual (implicit) knowledge represented by modal statements Ki F (i-th agent
knows F ), whereas none of these epistemic systems is logically omniscient with
respect to evidence-based knowledge assertions t:F (F is known for a reason t).
One has to be careful when applying the Logical Omniscience Test. This test
cannot be the only device to make a judgement about epistemic quality of a
system: one could engineer artificial systems to pass the test by throwing out
knowledge assertions from a natural epistemic logic. However, comparing modal
epistemic logics with the evidence-based systems is fair since, by the Realization
Theorem, every knowledge assertion in the former has a representative in the
latter. Hence logics of evidence-based knowledge have rich and representative
systems of knowledge assertions, both implicit and explicit.
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